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More buyouts to come, retrenchment possible
BY BECKI DEGEEST
degeestre@mnstate.edu

After faculty-staff buyouts fell short, university officials
announce they plan on offering another round of buyouts and
mention the idea of possible retrenchment.
With a total of 19 out of the 135 first-run buyouts accepted,
MSUM will be able to save approximately $2.2 million.
Because the shortage of faculty-staff accepting the buyouts,
university officials have now reinstated another set of buyouts.
This time they will be based on and offered to departments as
a way to get faculty and staff to volunteer to retire and accept
buyouts.
“We plan on targeting a department or program, not the
individual (in the next round of buyouts),” Provost Anne
Blackhurst announced to the audience at last week’s forum

Business
in China
certificate
offered
BY KAYLA VAN EPS
vanepskay@mnstate.edu

The Center for Business held
its second annual event “Global
Innovation: Doing Business in
China” last Tuesday.
The CB has been working
extensively to build a strong
connection with schools in China
to give students at MSUM an
insight into international business
and communication. This year, in
addition to the evening keynote
addresses and discussion panel,
there was a student panel.
Students who traveled with
professor Ruth Lumb to China for
three weeks in 2009 spoke on a
panel about their time in China and
the experiences they encountered.
Lumb said in an interview that
she enjoyed listening to the students’
recollection of their time because
they saw and experienced China
much differently than she did.
“I have traveled to China many
times,” Lumb said. “So, I see and
experience it based on the many
other times I have been there,
but these students noticed things
and experienced things that were
completely new to them. It was
interesting to listen to their accounts
of the same trip.”
The student panel was aimed to
raise interest and get information
out to students who are interested in
the new certificate programs offered
through the CB.

BUSINESS, BACK PAGE
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meeting. “…Volunteering is better than retrenchment.”
The University needs around another $3 million in order to
balance the budget. The University’s financial administration
said that it would need another $3 million by fiscal year ‘15
and another overall projected $7.5 million within the next
three years.

How they plan on getting the money:

Round one was to offer buyouts to all faculty and staff
who were of retirement age (55) and who had worked for the
university on or before 1996. When they did not meet their
goal for the buyouts, they moved on to the next step, which
was to offer another round of buyouts.
The second round buyouts, offered on Wednesday, are
essentially to the same candidates, but they will be restricting
the offer to certain departments. The new offers versus the

old ones have a seemingly bigger perk, which will offer two
full years of pay put into a health account, whereas the first
offered a percentage of what was earned in a year, along with
a stipend going into a health account. From this next set of
buyouts, administrators hope for another $2.5 million, and if
they do not receive their projected goal, retrenchment may be
necessary, Blackhurst said.
Another plan officials have is to increase enrollment in order
to save money. Enrollment is down 3 percent this year.
“Even if we can get an enrollment increase of 1 percent,
that’s another $1.5 million increase to enrollment income,”
Blackhurst said, which would make a big difference to
retrenchment.
The university may continue to struggle with low enrollment,
due to recent hire Rance Larsen, director of admissions,
resigning recently from his position. Though the position is
BUYOUTS, BACK PAGE

Find new perspectives in Tanzania
BY MARIE VEILLETTE
veillettma@mnstate.edu

A 20-hour commute to class may
sound a little extreme, but MSUM
students have the chance to attend a
course on the other side of the world
this summer.
Bruce
Roberts,
MSUM
anthropology professor, is offering
a course that involves traveling
to Tanzania in May. ANTH 390,
Topics in Anthropology: Tanzanian
Society and Culture, is currently
open for enrollment to students
of any major. The course will
involve weekly meetings starting
mid-March in preparation for three
weeks of travel after the end of the
spring semester.
The class meetings will involve
assigned readings as well as
instruction in the national language
of Kiswahili. “I’m going to be a
little more aggressive with that this
year,” Roberts said after explaining
that it was one of the major skills
students from last year’s trip wished
they had before leaving.
Traveling to a foreign country can
be scary and a little bewildering.
However, Roberts has been taking
students to Africa since 1998 and
has a real love for the continent and
its countries. In fact, he can hardly
stay away. “The longest has been
three years,” Roberts said. “If it’s
longer I go absolutely nuts. Africa
gets in your system; it’s almost like
an infection.”
The first student to enroll for
the 2014 trip was a Biology
major, Roberts said. He added that
having students in the class from
majors outside of anthropology
is not uncommon. “Mainly, it’s
students who have curiosity and are
adventurous,” he remarked.

Submitted photo

A past group of MSUM students jump off a sand dune at a place known as “Shifting Sands” found in a valley between
mountains in north Tanzania. The sand dunes move many inches per year.

Sometimes, even students with
curiosity can be turned off from
traveling abroad due to the high cost
added on to an already expensive
tuition bill. Since the class is being
offered as a spring course instead of
in the summer, students can band
their credits with their existing
spring schedule, and apply financial
aid towards the trip.
Total cost for the travel alone is
estimated at $4,900, but could vary
due to airfare. This total includes
everything besides the cost of
getting a passport, a visa, getting
the required immunizations and
personal spending money. Adding
the cost of three credits of tuition
would mean an additional $785,
but this amount could be subtracted

from the bill if banded with other
spring credits.

Why Tanzania?

When there are so many other
places in the world, what makes this
country worthy of study? Roberts
said when he first started bringing
students to Africa, it was Kenya
that was the destination. After 9/11,
all study abroad programs shut
down, so he postponed the 2002
trip to 2003. The morning that he
and the students were supposed to
be leaving, a travel warning was
imposed on the country of Kenya,
making it illegal for him to bring
students there. He was forced to call
students at 6 a.m. telling them they
would not be going on their highly

anticipated trip.
Ten years later, this travel
warning is still in effect. Tanzania
seemed a perfect choice to “modify
the program and provide the same
experiences,” Roberts said. He
also added that, while Kenyans
are more energetic and boisterous,
Tanzanians are more laid back and
move at a slower pace.
Despite the slower pace of the
country, students in Roberts’ class
can expect to cram as much as
possible into their three weeks
abroad. Traveling to the cities of
Dares Salaam, Zanzibar and Arusha
as well as the Ngorongoro Crater
and the fossil sites Olduvai Gorge
and Laetoli will provide students
with a perspective of Tanzania they
TANZANIA, BACK PAGE
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Briefs
C

ampus
alendar

11.19 - 11.24

11.19 4 - 5 p.m. “Take the
Lead,” CMU 203
8 p.m. Candyland
Grocery Bag Bingo,
CMU Ballroom
11.21 6:30 p.m. Glow in
the Dark dodgeball,
Nemzek 113
7:30 p.m. Vocal Jazz
concert, Weld
11.22 7 p.m.
Men’s Basketball vs.
Concordia
11.23 1 p.m. & 4 p.m.
“Swashbucked!”
public performance,
Hansen Theatre
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Drone hits U.S. Navy ship
A malfunctioning drone hit a
U.S. Navy ship on Saturday during
training off of Southern California,
causing two minor injuries. The
accident occurred when the ship
was testing combat weapons
systems off of Point Mugu near Los
Angeles, according to Lt. Lenaya
Rotklein of the U.S. Third Fleet.
About 300 crew members were
aboard the ship, and two sailors
were treated for minor burns.
Rotklein said the drone was being
used to test the ship’s radar, and the
ship is headed back to San Diego
for damage assessment.

Choir and orchestra concert to
take place Dec. 6
MSUM presents its seasonal
all-choirs and orchestra concert
at 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 6 at First
Presbyterian Church, 650 2nd
Ave. N., Fargo.
It will feature the concert choir,
men’s choir and women’s choir,
directed by Daniel Mahraun, and
the University orchestra, directed
by Christina Chen-Beyers. Guest
soloist is 2006 MSUM alumnus
John DeCausmeaker, who will
be portraying Saint Nicolas in the
featured “Cantata Saint Nicolas”
by Benjamin Britten. This year is
the centennial of Britten’s birth.
Tickets are $5 for students and
seniors and $7 for adults. Tickets
are available at the MSUM Box
Office: 218.477.2271, online
at etix.com or at the door that
evening.

Rebels bomb Syrian army base
A bombing at an army transport
base in a Damascus suburb killed
at least 31 Syrian government
troops, including four officers, on
Sunday night, according to the
Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights. A bomb is believed to have
been placed in a tunnel inside or
beneath an administrative building,
and the rebel group who took
responsibility for the attack posted
a video showing the entire building
collapsing. Syrian officials have
been silent so far on the attack.
Writer Doris Lessing dies
Doris Lessing, the Nobel prizewinning author of “The Golden
Notebook,” died Sunday. She was
94. She is the author of over 50
novels, including “Memoirs of a
Survivor,” “The Summer Before
Dark” and “Under My Skin.” She
became the oldest Nobel Laureate
in 2007, at the age of 88. Born in
what is now Zimbabwe, Lessing
published her first novel, “The
Grass Is Singing” in 1950. Her 1962
novel “The Golden Notebook” was
considered a “feminist Bible.” She
died in London.
Two dead in Illinois tornadoes
Storms in Illinois left at least two
dead and 37 injured when the severe
weather tore through Washington
County and Peoria on Sunday.
“It was complete destruction,”
one resident described. “There
are people in the streets crying.”
Chicago was spared, but more
than 60 tornadoes were reported
in the area. By mid-afternoon, the
National Weather Service warnings
expired for the Chicago area, but
tornado and flash flood warnings
remained. Earlier, winds up to 70mph were reported and Soldier
Field, home of the Chicago Bears,
was evacuated and the BearsRavens game was postponed.
Plane crash kills 50 in Russia
A Russian Boeing 737 crashed
Sunday in the city of Kazan, killing
all 50 people on board, officials
said. The Tatarstan Airlines flight
crashed about 450 miles east of
there. It’s unclear what caused the
crash. Reports said the plane lost
altitude as it made a second landing
attempt, and then allegedly crashed
and caught fire at 7:20 p.m. There
were 44 passengers and six crew
members on board.
World news from dailybeast.com

MSUM members attend Clean
Energy Forum in Bemidji
Faculty, administrators and
students attended a Clean Energy
Forum in Bemidji, Minn. Those
attending included Jeff Goebel,
Joe Herbst, Dennis Jacobs and
six students, Ben Lemay, Sydney
Stracke, Elizabeth Overbo, Tayler
Kesler-Halverson,
Katherine
Sullivan and Brian Peck.
Goebel, Herbst and Peck gave
presentations on sustainability
practices at MSUM.
Catering Showcase to take
place
Anyone planning an event
and needing some inspiration
is invited to attend the Catering
Showcase at the Comstock
Memorial Union Ballroom on
Thursday anytime from 2 to 6:30
p.m. The event will feature food
samples, cakes, decorating ideas,
event planning, photographers,
printing services and more. Thoe
wishing to attend can RSVP to
catering@mnstate.edu.
Take the Lead session this
afternoon
The next Take the Lead session
is today. The session from 4 to 5
p.m. in CMU 203 will provide
an opportunity for students to
learn how to use social media to
their advantage. The workshop
is called “How to use Social
Media as a Professional Leader.”
It will be presented by Bobbie
Delaney from the MSUM Career
Development Center. Everyone
is welcome and encouraged to
attend.

Director of Public Safety

Greg Lemke
11.8
Verbal argument in Lot R-2,
gone on arrival

11.12
Auto boot placed on vehicle in
M-1 lot for outstanding tickets

Animal at large in Grantham,
Moorhead PD responded

11.13
Auto boot placed on vehicle in
F-1 lot for outstanding tickets
		
Empty alcohol containers found
in Langseth, disposed of by
Public Safety

Suspicious activity on the
campus mall, individuals
identified
as
MnDOT
workers
handing out
safety fliers
		
Marijuana odor in Nelson,
unable to detect odor
11.10
Marijuana door in Nelson,
one referred to Campus
Judicial
		
Fire alarm in Neumaier,
false- burnt food
Suspicious activity in the
CMU, extra patrol requested
11.11
Theft
in
East
Snarr,
Moorhead PD responded

911 hang-up from Hendrix
Health Cener, false- misdial
Suspicious activity in Hagen
Requested welfare check in
Ballard, contact made- subject
okay
11.14
Auto boot placed on vehicle in
R-6 lot for outstanding citations
Requested welfare check in
East Snarr, contact madesubject okay
Suspicious activity in CA

Safety Tip of the week
Protect yourself by never leaving valuables unattended, even
during those quick restroom trips. Cell phone, books, backpacks,
purses and wallets are easily stolen if left unattended. It only takes
a few seconds for a thief to grab an item and be out of sight. If you
live in the dorms, always close and lock your door when you are
not in the room or if you are sleeping. Register your valuables,
electronics and bicycle on the MSUM Public Safety website under
the Personal Property Registration link at mnstate.edu/publicsafety
and be sure to list the serial number to assist law enforcement if it
is ever stolen.
To report a problem contact Public Safety at 218.477.2449

dra•gon vo•cab
Dragonomics - The study of figuring out how in the world you
are going to pay for college.
Dracoma - The sleepy feeling one gets after going through the
buffet line at Kise one too many times.

125th Anniversary Token Hunt

MSUM is sponsoring a monthly token hunt around campus.
One token will be placed in a location around school grounds
each month. We’ll reveal a clue each week until the token is
found. Find the golden token and redeem it at the bookstore for
a $50 gift card.
This month’s winner is Sarah Olson of Grantham. She is
pictured below in the location where the token was found.

Student organizations can now
reserve rooms for Spring
The Comstock Memorial
Union policy allows recognized
student organizations, who are
not on probation according to
the Office of Student Activities
policies, to schedule a meeting
room on a continuous basis of
reasonable frequency for one
semester at a time. Spaces are
reserved on a first come- first
serve basis.
MSUM briefs from Dragon Digest and submitted at advocate@mnstate.edu
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MSUM art senior debuts in juried show
BY MEREDITH WATHNE
wathneme@mnstate.edu

MSUM studio art senior Courtney Johnson made
her national debut, as two photographs from her series
“Foliage Feast,” were accepted into the “Reflections
of Autumn” juried exhibition in Romeo, Mich.
Emphasizing in photography with a minor in business
management, Johnson is making a name for herself in
the photography world at a young age, even though
she didn’t choose the career path until late into high
school. Johnson said she was talking to a friend one
day and asked, “Can you go to college for something
you know nothing about?”
Johnson found inspiration for “Foliage Feast” during
the fall 2012 while camping with her fiancé in Itasca
State Park.
“I was originally going to work on commercial art,”
Johnson said. “ … At the time the maple leaves were
just starting to turn. I was walking around gathering
them because I like the colors, and I was looking at
them and how intricate and delicate they are. I was
mainly drawn by the color, and the detail really pulled
me in.”
While enrolled in upper-level photography courses,
students are required to submit to work into juried
shows. So, in an attempt to get her name out, Johnson
continued to submit her work to both local and national
shows after filling class requirements.
Johnson presented three photos from “Foliage Feast”
to a juror, and two, “Red Sweep,” and “Soft,” were
accepted into “Reflections of Autumn,” with “Red
Sweep” receiving second-place honors. She works in
large scale, so the images displayed were 2 by 2 feet.

“I like finding and exposing details and making
them large, so people can really see them,” Johnson
said. “Details and colors are really influential when I
am looking at a project.”
“Reflections of Autumn” ran from Sept. 27 to Nov.
1, and it wasn’t until there were only a few days left
of the show that Johnson learned her pieces had been
accepted and given awards.

Johnson’s
image titled
“Soft” from
her “Foliage
Feast” series
was accepted
into the
“Reflections

Johnson’s
image, “Red
Sweep,”
recieved
second-

Submitted photos

Percussion ensemble
prepares for busy season
BY ELLEN ROSSOW
rossowel@mnstate.edu

The MSUM percussion ensemble, “Fuego Tropical,”
has a big season ahead of them.
This past Saturday, the ensemble performed at the
Hjemkomst Center as part of an event that showcased a
plethora of groups from different cultures from around
the world.
“Fuego Tropical” although it is MSUM-based,
spends its falls focused on music that is not native to
the area.
Since its founding in 2003, “Fuego Tropical” has
rotated between Brazilian and West African music.
Because the group is focused on West African
music this semester, the group, which is generally a
percussion-focused group becomes more than that for
their performances.
“You can’t do African drumming unless you dance
the part,” Kenyon Williams, the professor in charge of
the ensemble said.
Williams knows about the music from these other
cultures from first hand experience, as he was on
sobatical in Trinidad and Guana last year.

Not only does the group have to dance during their
performances, but they also sing during parts of their
music.
The ensemble is very honored to be invited to
play alongside the Fargo-Moorhead Symphony this
December.
According to Williams, “Fuego Tropical” is the only
student instrumental group invited to perform, and this
is their second time being invited.
While the concerts are holiday events, Williams
promises they will not be just average Christmas
concerts.
According to Williams, the group will be showcasing
music with a “Christmassy steel drum vibe,” and will
be adding “unique color and tropical spin to the songs.”
The performances are going to be filled with “energy
and exciting music.”
The shows with the F-M symphony will be on Dec.
13 at 7 p.m. at the Fargo Theatre and Dec. 14 at 2 p.m.
Both of these performances have typically been sold
out in the past.
“Fuego Tropical” also will perform this Saturday at
7:30 p.m. in Weld along with faculty and the choirs and
promises audience members a “collage of cultures.”

Members of MSUM’s percussion ensemble “Fuego Tropical” pose with their instruments.

Submitted photo

“I would have loved to go if I had known my photos
were in the show,” she said.
Johnson has a strong passion for the fall foliage,
and the series is something she would like to continue
throughout her career.
“Through this, it has been a confidence boost for
me,” she said. “I’ve started working into emerging
artists grants, and this is really good for me to say
‘I got into this show and I placed, so I’m worth your
time.’”
Johnson’s artistic inspiration steams from her
childhood on the farm. There were many farm animals
around, and she was always outside.
“I was outdoors a lot as a child, and that’s something
that’s never really gone away. I’ve always enjoyed
being outdoors, and photography has allowed me to
really focus in on details that not everyone sees.”
Now, as Johnson prepares for the senior BFA show
on Thursday, she is looking toward what the future
holds in her photography career.
“I would like to work for myself,” Johnson said.
“Whether that be I have a portraiture business, I open
my own gallery with my own work or if I sell my
work. I grew up in a family of entrepreneurs, so that’s
something that I’m interested in.”
Johnson, as well as other art students, is featured in
the BFA Exhibition #2 that opened yesterday and runs
through Dec. 18. Students and community members
are invited to attend the exhibit reception from 4 to 6
p.m. on Thursday in the Rolland Dille Center for the
Arts Gallery to meet the artists and see their work.
“This was a really great way for me to get my foot
in the door,” she said. “It really gave me a lot of
experience.”
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Business administration Kappa Sigma hosts masquerade ball
major wins national
PSA competition
BY ELLEN ROSSOW
rossowel@mnstate.edu

After a summer of waiting
patiently, Scott Eickschen, a
business administration senior,
found out he won third place
in the national “Freedom
of Speech Public Service
Announcement (PSA) Contest”
in October.
The contest was produced
by the non-profit organization
National
Association
of
Broadcasters
Education
Foundation and the Broadcast
Education Association.
Eickschen, who is also a
mass communications minor, Scott Eickschen
entered the contest last spring
Eickschen is proud of his
while taking a desktop video accomplishment, not only
class required for his minor.
because he succeeded without
This year, two hundred assistance, but also because
students from around the nation he used his own music in the
took part in the competition. video.
Each student submitted a
“A major aspect of the
30-second PSA video, radio PSA that I am proud of is the
broadcast
or
interactive music,” Eickschen said. “The
multimedia piece after being audio clip in the background is
given the prompt “What does a clip of one of the songs that I
freedom of speech mean to have recorded.”
me.”
Although he is not going to
An interactive multimedia school for it, Eickschen is very
piece can be a website, online passionate about music.
interactive magazine or even a
“Music has played a huge
computer game.
part in my life,” Eickschen
Eickschen
said.
“I’ve
chose to do a
been playing
video.
“I knew how to use
music since
While
his
Final Cut Pro, but
third grade.
PSA is brief, producing a PSA for a
I
started
E i c k s c h e n ’s
national competition
playing the
piece creatively
forced me to push
violin, then
uses a series
my skills to the next
the mandolin,
of video clips
level”
then
the
woven together
guitar
and
with
music
- Scott Eickschen,
now I can
and text to
business
play
seven
discuss what it
administration senior
instruments.”
would be like
Eickschen
if
Americans
also
sings
didn’t have the right to express lead vocals and plays guitar
themselves freely.
in a band in his hometown of
Even though the PSA is only Perham, Minn.
30 seconds long, it took a lot of
“And I write and record my
his spare time to produce.
own music,” Eickschen said.
“It took me about a week “Nothing serious, just a fun
of my spare time,” Eickschen hobby.”
said. “But it worked well
Eickschen is grateful that
because it was an assignment he was able to use his musical
as well.”
talents to help produce his
With
the
competition video. In addition, he is glad he
requiring students to shoot, edit has been given the opportunity
and produce original material, to participate in the contest.
Eickschen feels that he has
The experience
will be
grown in his skills because of beneficial to him in his
the experience.
professional life, not only
“It helped me to polish my because of his growth of
skills,” Eickschen said. “I knew knowledge of video editing,
how to use Final Cut Pro, but but also because it shows a side
producing a PSA for a national of him that many in his major
competition forced me to push do not get to show.
my skills to the next level.”
“I feel that it is a good
Eickschen is very grateful way to show employers my
for his professor, Martin creative side,” Eickschen said.
Grindeland, for suggesting the “Business administration is
class enter in the competition. more of an analytical major,
Without
his
suggestion, but I do have a creative side.
Eickschen wouldn’t have had Jobs involving creativity really
the opportunity he did.
spark my interest. I feel that
For placing third in the the opportunity to display my
competition, Eickschen was creativity will be beneficial in
awarded a $1,000 scholarship the future.”
and his video, along with the
Eickschen’s PSA video, as
other winners’ entries, will be well as the rest of the winners’
available for television stations pieces, are available for viewing
to use.
on freedomofspeechpsa.org.

BEN GUMERINGER • gumeringbe@mnstate.edu

A

nastasia Eckman, marketing sophomore and Tyler Wencel, accounting sophomore, danced at Kappa Sigma’s
masquerade ball this last Saturday. All proceeds from the ball benefit the Lupus Foundation of America.

My one reason?

To pay for
books and
tuition.
You only need
one reason to
donate plasma.

Find out how becoming a plasma donor can make a
difference for patients and help you earn extra money.

As a new donor, you can earn
up to $175 in just three donations.*
- Return donors earn $75 this week.*
- Refer a friend and receive a $50 buddy bonus.*
*Fee and bonus offers end on 9/30/13

Donate today at:
Talecris Plasma Resources
800 Holiday Drive, Moorhead
Right behind the Starbucks on 8th St

(218) 287-2700
In addition to meeting the donation criteria, you must
provide a valid photo I.D., proof of your current address
and your Social Security or immigration card to donate.
Must be 18 years of age or older to donate.

grifolsplasma.com
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Flypaper launches sustainability campaign
be able to apply what they’re
learning to sustainability,”
Herbst said. “They come up
Conserving energy at home
with some pretty cool stuff.”
may be second nature for some.
The
superhero-themed
“Everybody knows if you leave
campaign launches this week
your bedroom you shut off the
with the introduction of an
light,” said Shellby Zelmer, an
unnamed mascot to get people
advertising and public relations
talking and “stir up commotion
senior
and
and curiosity.”
a c c o u n t
T
h
e
manager
for
“I think it’s really exciting to see our students on c a m p a i g n
F l y p a p e r campus be able to apply what they’re learning to includes
a
C r e a t i v e
sustainability”
contest
to
Services.
name
the
However, when
- Joe Herbst, sustainability coordinator
m a s c o t ,
it comes to
advertising
public domains, individuals and staff of the college. Herbst through digital signage in
don’t always practice the same wanted to raise awareness MacLean and the CMU and
conservation efforts.
about the issue but also provide a graphic to be placed above
Flypaper just launched their a chance for students to apply light switches in high traffic
latest advertising campaign, the skills they’ve learned in areas around campus as a visual
“It’s
In
Your
Hands.” the classroom to “real world reminder to switch off the light.
The
campaign
advocates problems.”
Zelmer said the campaign
sustainability by encouraging
“I think it’s really exciting title promotes individuals to
students and faculty to conserve to see our students on campus take responsibility for the
BY ALISON SMITH
smithal@mnstate.edu

energy on campus by doing one
simple task: flipping a light
switch.
Joe
Herbst,
MSUM’s
sustainability coordinator since
June 2012, approached Flypaper
and asked for help in promoting
a
sustainability
campaign
involving students, faculty

Sponsored by the Career Development Center
151 Flora Frick Hall
218-477-2131
careers@mnstate.edu
www.mnstate.edu/dragonjobs

ALISON SMITH • smithal@mnstate.edu

Members of the “It’s In Your Hands” campaign include (from left to right) Max
Morlock, designer; Shellby Zelmer, account manager; Christa Schmidt, public
relations; and Sean Ferrian.

world they live in. “Don’t rely in electric consumption since
on someone else to do it. Step the system was put into place
up and take care of your Earth,” in 2010.
she said. “With (the title) ‘It’s in
Herst said sustainability is
Your Hands’ it’s point blank.”
“something that you approach,
With 98 percent of scientists not just something you do.”
now saying that climate change
“As long as we’re taking steps
is the result of humans, it’s hard in the right direction that’s, to
to deny that something needs to me, a good thing,” Herbst said.
be done.
“We may not be the rock stars
Herbst believes the issue of campus sustainability across
of sustainability and climate the world, but slowly, we’ll
change boils down to culture build momentum.”
more than anything else.
To get involved in the efforts,
Promoting and instilling a stop by the Flypaper table to
culture where conservation submit your name suggestions
is second nature is really the for the campaign’s mascot from
only way to make an actual 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Wednesday
difference in the changes in the CMU or from 10:30 a.m.
happening to the climate.
to 2:30 p.m. on Thursday in
“I want this school to get to a MacLean.
point where seeing a light on in
Herbst hopes to expand
an empty room
the “It’s In
is like, ‘What?
Your Hands”
That’s
just
“Don’t rely on
campaign
dumb. We gotta someone else to do it,
even further
do something step up and take care
to
promote
about
that,’”
of your Earth”
other forms of
Herbst said.
sustainability
“I
want
- Shellby Zelmer,
such
as
students to be
account manager
recycling.
able to feel like
Flypaper is
they can take
an advertising
control of our sustainability agency where students receive
initiative to take control of real world experience in account
their future,” Herbst said. “By management, public relations,
the time I’m old and grey, the copywriting, designing and
students that are here right now web development in exchange
have this whole future ahead for three semester credits.
of them ... we want to have
MSUM’s
office
of
a good future with a healthy sustainabilty is always looking
environment to provide the for individuals to volunteer for
lifestyle that we like to live.”
community and Green Dragon
Even though sustainability events. To get involved,
may seem overbearing and stop by the office of campus
unreachable to the average sustainability from 1 to 5 p.m.
person, Herbst believes that it’s Monday, Wednesday or Friday
more about the little things we in Hagen 111.
can do to change our outlook
on the issue that will have the
greatest impact on how we
deal with climate change in the
future.
Students aren’t the only ones
responsible for conserving
energy for the school. Herbst
calls Jeff Goebel, physical
plant manager at MSUM, a
“rock star” when it comes to
maximizing energy efficiency
on campus.
Goebel, along with Information
Technology, developed an event
management system where the
energy system will no longer
Photo illustration by Max Morlock
heat, cool or exchange air in The unnamed mascot seen above will
rooms that no one is using. This be placed on various light switches
simple change has resulted in a across campus to remind students,
more than 20 percent decrease faculty and staff to switch off lights.
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Philippines need help

Typhoon Haiyan (Yolanda)
left its destructive mark on the
Philippines on Nov. 8, leaving
nothing behind but pain.
The powerful winds and waves
washed many homes, belongings
and human lives into the ocean.
The residents of Tacloban, the
biggest city in the hardest hit
central-Philippines, have been
searching for their relatives. Some
are found alive, but sadly many
have been killed by the storm. The
only thing they can do is cover
their dead relatives with old sheets
and sleep next to them until aid
comes to pick up the corpses.
People are forced to sleep on
the ground and build make-shift
shelters out of scraps.
The Philippines need any form
of help possible. Any help is better
than no help at all.
Here’s what you can do: donate
to the Philippine Red Cross, check
with local churches and schools
to see if they are helping and/or
donate food, water and summer
clothing.
Our hearts go out to the
Philippines and all those affected
by Typhoon Haiyan.
The opinions expressed
in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student
body. The Advocate encourages
letters to the editor and any
submissions. They should be
typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or
occupation and any affliations.
Letters are due by 5 p.m. Friday
and can be sent to MSUM Box
130, dropped off in The Advocate
office or emailed to
advocate@mnstate.edu.

Interested in being a columist? The
Advocate wants you!
Contact Jessica at
jaspersoje@mnstate.edu

Art of theatre reigns supreme

MAGGIE OLSON
olsonma@mnstate.edu

Theatre majors frequently need to
defend their field of study to wellmeaning friends and relatives who
express concern about the potential for
economic instability in that career or
who view theatre as just “playing” or
who don’t understand the value theatre
has in our society.
Theatre is a form of entertainment, but
that is only one piece of what theatre is.
For millennia, humans have used theatre
to tell stories, teach and make sense of
our place in the world. Even the most
farcical piece of escapism has something
to teach us about humanity.
In the digital age, some of us interact
with screens more often than with
people. Smart phones and social media
make it easy to “stay connected” without
actually connecting to anyone.
The two most common forms of visual
entertainment, film and television, are
both art forms in their own right, but
they communicate in a different way.
Theatre puts the human element of
performance art right in front of you.
The characters experience euphoria,
tragedy and everything in between, with

no re-takes, no commercial breaks and
no screen to serve as a buffer between
the performers and the audience.
Though arts funding is getting cut
across the nation, Fargo-Moorhead has
a prosperous theatre scene, with many
independent companies such as Bare
Stage Theatre, the Fargo-Moorhead
Community Theatre, Harwood Prairie
Playhouse, Music Theatre FargoMoorhead, Theatre B and Tin Roof
Theatre.
MSUM’s theatre has been a part of this
thriving theatre community for over half
a century. MSUM theatre’s tradition of
excellence in education continues. Last
month, the theatre department produced
“The Laramie Project.” Nineteen cast
members put in almost 1,500 man hours
in rehearsal and performance alone.
This number does not include the
time the artistic team spent in meetings
collaborating with one another, building
the set, hanging and focusing lights,
balancing the sound design and creating
props and costumes, or the time the
actors spent outside of rehearsal working
on their lines with each other.
Putting on a show is not a one-person
job. Collaboration and teamwork are
required. The above-mentioned tasks
(and other theatre jobs too numerous to
mention) teach students critical thinking,
problem solving skills, resourcefulness,
effective crisis management and how to
handle a project budget. These are assets
in any profession, and theatre provides
an excellent education in all of them.
Up next for the theatre department is
“Swashbuckled! A Piratical Adventure,”
which features two casts performing 16
matinees for over 6,200 students and

teachers from around the area.
This is good for MSUM, not just in
terms of ticket sales, but in terms of
public image and recruitment. Lest you
think I’m over-exaggerating, I came to
see one of MSUM’s children’s shows as
a third-grader.
I was amazed and enchanted, and
it turned me into a life-long patron of
MSUM theatre. The strength of MSUM’s
theatre department was a major factor in
my decision to become a Dragon.
In my experience, MSUM’s theatre
department has demonstrated excellent
inter-disciplinary cooperation. I am an
English major with a particular interest
in dramatic literature. The theatre faculty
and students alike have been extremely
supportive of my studies, both in the
classroom and outside of it.
This is not surprising, though,
because theatre education engenders
compassion. As theatre students
experience the characters and worlds
they create in each production, they
gain a better perspective of the scope of
human experience.
That is why theatre is important. You
can’t have a liberal arts education without
the arts, and theatre is an integral part of
the arts. To me, the theatre department
is an essential part of the life-blood of
MSUM.
Students, your tickets to MSUM
productions are free with your student
ID. Next semester, the theatre department
will produce “Almost, Maine,” which
is a charming play about love, and a
musical adaptation of Stephen King’s
“Carrie.”
Come and see for yourself why
MSUM theatre matters.

‘Brave New World’ bestows life lessons

JOHN GOERKE
goerkejo@mnstate.edu

This coming Friday marks the 50th
anniversary of the day when a bullet
pierced the skull of the 35th president of
the United States.
What with the Camelot mythology and
the mystery surrounding both his health
and his affairs, the shadow of John F.
Kennedy has all but covered the 22nd of
Nov.
But on that very day in 1963, two
other giants of the 20th century passed
on. They were C.S. Lewis, the Oxford
don and Christian apologist, and Aldous
Huxley, the agnostic turned mystic,
famous for his dystopian novel, “Brave
New World.”
Huxley holds a special prominence in
my life. Unlike most of my conservative
friends, who reminisce about their first
time reading Edmund Burkey or Alexis
de Tocqueville, I owe much of my
worldview to a man whose last request
was for an injection of LSD.
What impressed me about Huxley
was his keen sense of the future. “Brave
New World” begins at a hatchery and

conditioning center for human beings.
Where Orwell’s “1984” depicts a world
in which sex is forbidden (there is a
memorable scene where Winston Smith
fantasizes about simply touching the
knee of a woman), Huxley’s dystopian
vision has sex placed at the center of
everyone’s lives.
Mind you, in his novel, sex is totally
divorced from procreation. Because
everyone has been rendered infertile,
there is no fear of pregnancy. Rather,
the members of each caste copulate with
each other almost constantly. This allows
them to maintain a satisfactory happiness;
a contentment with their lives, but never
a moment of joy or despair. This apathy
allows for the world-state to function
as it sees fit, controlling the lives of the
human race for the sake of law and order.
Beyond his famous novel, two
quotations from Huxley have stayed
with me over the years. It is quite popular
these days to encourage the “expression
of personality” and praise the virtue
of “having a good time” (YOLO).
Huxley’s rejoinder: “They get their good
times but also and inevitably they get
wars and syphilis and revolution and
alcoholism…” The cult of “me and my
desires” leads to dire consequences.
What then is Huxley’s proposed
solution? It is to be found at the beginning
of the Lord’s Prayer: The petition, “Thy
Kingdom come,” has a necessary and
unavoidable corollary, which is, “Our
kingdom go.”
Huxley was no Christian, nor was he
a political activist. What he recognized
however, was the link between

entertaining our lowest desires, defying
them and the resulting collapse of society.
That may all sound very melodramatic,
but it is the argument found across
“Brave New World,” “Brave New World
Revisited” and his essays on religious
experience.
No doubt some of you reading would
agree with Adam Kirsch and his article
on Huxley in the New York Times.
He readily admits that our society has
moved toward a few key features of
Huxley’s brave, new world.
Sex is becoming separated from
procreation,
the
prominence
of
contraception and abortion inevitably
lead to that conclusion, even if you don’t
share my negative view of them. Kirsch
argues that Huxley’s world is indeed
becoming our reality, but he argues that
this is a good thing. Kirsch states, “The
challenge the book sets us today is to
prove (Huxley) wrong.”
That then, is what separates me from
Kirsch, or perhaps from you, dear reader.
It is the height of intellectual arrogance
to read a dystopian novel without
taking the author’s claims seriously.
If Mr. Kirsch doubts Huxley’s moral
conclusions, he would do well to read
“Brave New World Revisited,” a series
of essays covering the themes of “Brave
New World” in a more straightforward
way.
It was in reading these two works
that the seeds of my conservatism were
planted. I owe who I am and what I think
to a decision I made as a 17-year-old
boy. I decided to take Aldous Huxley
seriously.
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Volleyball team falls short of postseason
BY BREANN LENZMEIER
lenzmeiebr@mnstate.edu

Northland’s best showing because
they had a game last night, but the
key thing is to keep playing the
right way. Not play the scoreboard,
which can be tough,” Walthall
said. “For the most part, we were
engaged and ready on every
possession.”
The Dragons caught fire from
behind the arc in the second half,
shooting eight for 16 with six
different players sinking the three
ball in the game.
“We will always be a threepoint shooting team. It’s one of our
trademarks, and we like to bring in
guys who can hit the three. We got
some good looks for our shooters,”
Walthall said.
The Dragons were led by Ngijol
Songolo and Urbane Bingham
with 14 apiece to lead the balanced
scoring effort. Taylor Filipek and
Prescott Williams pulled down
eight boards each.
The Dragons are home on
Thursday with tipoff at 7 p.m. when
they host Concordia-Moorhead.

Before the MSUM volleyball
team played a match this season,
the team had set their goal on
finishing in the top half of the
conference and advancing to
the conference tournament.
The team started off on the
right path, opening the season
at 8-1. But a series of injuries
and tough games saw the
team drop in the conference
standings.
Entering the final homestand
of the season, the team was tied
for eighth in the conference;
the top eight teams advance
to the conference tournament.
Hosting No. 8, Southwest
Minnesota State University
on Friday, the team looked to
string together two wins in a
row to finish the season on a
high note.
The Dragons took the
opening set in the match 25-23,
but the Mustangs controlled the
rest of the match and won in
four sets. Led by sophomore
Kaitlin
VanWinkle
and
redshirt freshman Kristy Bruni
the Dragons rallied back in the
fourth set before the Mustangs
came back to win the fourth
set 25-21.
Stepping onto the court
for Saturday’s regular season
finale,
the
team
found
themselves one spot out of
the top eight. Hosting the

“She’s really been swimming
well and doing a great job too,”
said Peters, who formerly swam at
NDSU.
Leading the Dragons on the
diving board is Kelsey Jandro, who
has been a major factor in MSUM’s
success this season.
Most recently, Jandro was named
the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference diver of the week.
The senior standout scored
a lifetime-best score of 428.15,

breaking the Concordia College
pool record on Nov. 12. This score
qualified her for the fourth time
in her career for the Division II
National pre-qualifying meet.
At the Concordia meet, including
Jandro’s record, MSUM broke eight
Concordia pool records.
“We decided we were going to
try to get as many (records) as we
could (at that meet),” Peters said,
“They were swimming really fast
and diving really well, and it ended

BEN GUMERINGER• gumeringbe@mnstate.edu

Sophomore guard Ngijol Songolo goes for the layup on Saturday in the Dragons win.

Dragons roll to second win
BY TURNER BLAUFUSS
blaufusstu@mnstate.edu

The MSUM Dragons boys’
basketball team went to work
against the Northland College
Lumberjacks in a 94-38 victory to
improve their record to 2-0.
The Dragons’ entire roster
scored in the game against the
lowly Lumberjacks, and head
coach Chad Walthall made sure his
team still made improvement.
“You don’t ever want to not
appreciate winning, because
winning’s tough. You want the
guys to enjoy it, and we still have
a lot of work to do,” Walthall
said. “But the team should enjoy
it because you don’t want to take
winning for granted.”
MSUM jumped out to a 36-8
lead and made their presence
known inside. The Dragons
outrebounded the Lumberjacks 4820 and played hounding defense
forcing 15 turnovers.
“I don’t think that was

University of Sioux Falls (S.D.)
the Dragons and Cougars went
the distance in the match.
A back and forth match that
saw strong play from both
teams, it came down to the wire
in the fifth set. MSUM jumped
out to a lead and looked to
close the match out, but Sioux
Falls rallied back and prevailed
winning the set 17-15 and the
match 3-2.
“It was anybody’s match
at the end, and it could have
been either one,” head coach
Tammy Blake said. “They did
a good job shutting us down
offensively.”
With the Dragons dropping
both matches, the team fell
short of making the conference
tournament. They finished one
spot away from advancing to
the postseason.
Even with the team falling
short, there were many
highlights for them, and they
will be returning everyone on
the team.

Blake said highlights were
starting the season at 8-1,
beating no. 18 Wayne State on
the road and seeing everyone
grow throughout the season.
“Overall, I feel the season
went well. Beating Wayne
State was a really big deal,”
sophomore middle blocker
Kaitlin VanWinkle said. “We
all contributed something to
the team.”
VanWinkle said that with
everyone coming back it will
make the team that much
stronger in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference.
“I see bigger and better
things for us,” she said.
With everyone returning,
the Dragons look for another
strong season next year.
“It’s nice that everyone
will be back ... we got a lot
of experience in a lot of tight
situations,” Blake said.
The Dragons finished the
season at 15-13 overall and
8-12 in NSIC action.

BEN GUMERINGER• gumeringbe@mnstate.edu

Sophomore middle blocker Kaitlin VanWinkle goes for the kill during Friday’s game.

Swimming and diving teams jump off to strong start of season
BY MADALYN LASKE
laskema@mnstate.edu

Spanning over half of the year,
swimming and diving claims one
of the longest athletic seasons.
Midway through this year’s season,
the MSUM swimming and diving
team finds themselves with a
winning record and a hopeful future.
“We have a great group of
returning swimmers and divers,
and that’s what’s really the key to
our success right now,” head coach
Todd Peters said. “A lot of upper
class are swimming and diving
really well, and that is helping us
out a lot.”
Senior Megan Rieland is one of
those upperclassmen. The freestyle
sprinter and butterflier has continued
to improve her performance in and
out of the water each week for the
Dragons.
This season Rieland has been
consistently part of 200 medley and
400 freestyle relay teams who have
clocked winning times. She also
has notched a 50 freestyle victory
with a time of 25.38, which won her
the event by .05 seconds.
“She’s been really great in the
water, and also as a leader, especially
in the weight room. People really
look up to her,” Peters said. “A lot
of people want to work out like her,
and be like her.”
Mirroring Rieland, junior Megan
Sanford has helped the Dragons this
season with long distance races.
Sanford swam the 1,000 freestyle
with a season-best time of 11:19.16
at the College of St. Benedict meet.

Wellness
is more
than just
exercise
Russell & Ann Gerdin

WELLNESSCENTER

up working really well for us.”
The team is currently focused
on paving their way to the NSIC
conference tournament in February.
“All of our goals kind of leadup
to our main goal: to win conference.
And I think we’re at a good place
right now. We need to beat St.
Cloud,” said sophomore Lauren
Sullivan. “We have a good line-up
and a strong team.”
The team has one home meet all
season, the Dragon Invite, that will

be in January.
“Mark it off on your calendar.
We like supporters,” said freshman
free sprinter Maris Jahner.
The Dragons (6-4) head to
the University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire this Friday and Saturday to
add another win to their five meet
winning streak.
“They’re just a great group of
girls, and they work really hard. I
can’t say enough great things about
them,” Peters said.
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Get to know your student senators

Kevin Struxness, president
Fun Fact: Had the opportunity to
become a professional golfer
TANZANIA, FROM FRONT

Richa Neupane, treasurer
Fun Fact: Someday wants to try
standup comedy

Sarah Danielson, secretary,
MSUSA coordinator and offcampus Senator
Fun Fact: Has three children

would never be able to attain in
Minnesota.
Not only will this experience
give students a view of the country,
Roberts stressed it would also
give them a new perspective of
themselves. Roberts said travelers
have to be able to “laugh at yourself”
because “in these situations, we
stand out, obviously. We’re tourists.”

Going on this trip may be the first
time students are referred to by a
term that defines them by their skin
color. White is the minority, and it
can take some time to get used to
being stared at. He mentioned that
children often follow him and his
group of students because they are
fascinated by seeing white people.
“I’ve always got this line

following me,” Roberts said.
To further authenticate the stay in
Tanzania, the group of travelers will
stay in guest houses or furnished
apartments. Roberts explained he
likes to “stay away from tourist
hotels; it’s sort of an artificial
experience.” For part of the trip,
students even camp in tents with a
cook staff and land rovers provided

BUSINESS, FROM FRONT
Lumb advocated that any student
interested can participate in future
trips to China without being enrolled
in a business certificate. The evening
event featured a keynote address
from Ramu Damodaran, United
Nations ambassador from New
York via a video he recorded for
the event.
Vivek Pathak, the director and
global head in International Finance
Corporation of the World Bank gave
a keynote speech through interactive
video from Washington, D.C.
A message passed along by

many speakers was that of crosscultural respect. Trixana Wang, who
presented via pre-recorded video,
said the easiest way to gain trust and
respect is by trying to speak a little
Chinese.
Steven Dickinson, an attorney at
Fredrikson & Byron in Minneapolis,
spoke of law differences when
making business transactions
between countries.
The final event of the night was
a panel discussion by four area
business professionals who spoke
of their experiences specifically in

China.
Lumb said she thought the events
went well, and that there will be
another Global Innovations event
next year, but it may focus on a
different country or region.
The event was organized by the
committee of Dean Marsha Weber,
professors Peter Geib, Ruth Lumb
and Jinpei Wu and administration
specialist Lisa Johnson.
For more information on the new
certificate programs offered or for
the summer trip to China, visit the
School of Business’ website.

Dec. 5,” Blackhurst said about
possible layoffs in 2015. “We
could wait ‘til September (to
give notice of layoff).” To which
President Szymanski piped in and
said, “We won’t do that.”
If retrenchment does occur, the
correct university officials will
start “bottom up” looking first at
adjunct and fixed term faculty.

and philosophy professor Ted
Gracyk gave an answer.
“The
administration
has
provided us with all the info we
asked for. They are not trying
to hide information,” Gracyk
said advertently. “If there is any
information you feel like you
are missing: ask. I want to be
very clear. If you think there is
something that we are hiding, go
ahead and ask any questions, we’ll
answer.”
One of the concerns brought
up by the faculty at last week’s
meeting was the idea of
replacements. The staff and faculty
members were initially told that
those who accepted the buyouts
would not be replaced.
However, when a sheet
No.
was given of the faculty
retirement and replacement,
1
there was some confusion.
1
Officials explained that
2
these were already planned
1
replacements and were
1
necessary.
1
The next open forum
2
meeting will be at 9
2
a.m. Dec. 5 in the CMU
3
Ballroom. The meeting will
1
announce who has accepted
1
buyouts and what their next
1
step towards reducing the
1
deficit will be.

BUYOUTS, FROM FRONT
necessary to help with the increase
in enrollment. Admissions’
assistant directors, Jim Andrson,
Liz Gunter and Nina Johnson
have picked up the extra slack.

University looks into
retrenchment

After the steps taken by the
University to gain the extra $3
million, they still may be faced
with retrenchment if they do not The faculty uproar
meet their projected goal.
Some of the faculty members
“We will look at retraining who attended the open forum
versus retrenchment, and how we meeting last week seemed to feel
will decide will be looking at the cheated or like they hadn’t been
rosters,” Blackhurst said. “We will told the whole truth about the
look to see if the roster reflects (the buyouts and University’s plans. To
faculty’s) work, and whether staff that, faculty association president
is equipped for teaching
the class on the roster.”
Departments with accepted buyouts
The plan Blackhurst
announced last week Cinema Arts and Digital Technologies
was that they would Communication Studies			
seriously
consider Construction and Operation Management
retrenchment and look English					
at other alternatives, like History					
retraining or moving Languages and Culture			
people around on the Library					
roster to where they fit.
Mass Communications			
“We will let people Mathematics				
know by Dec. 5 what we Music					
decide on retrenchment, Psychology				
but we won’t hand out School of Business			
retrenchments. No one is School of Nursing and Health		
getting a layoff notice on

by a local company.
Roberts said that having to
choose his favorite part of the trip is
the equivalent of having to choose a
favorite child. “I like all of it; it’s all
different,” he said.
Encouraging any, even slightly,
interested students to learn more
about the trip Roberts said, “It
opens up a lot of opportunities and

Austen McFarren, vice president
Fun Fact: Took a picture with
Christian Ponder

possibilities.”
As for his motivation for creating
this study abroad tour: “It’s not
about making money. It’s about
sharing the experience,” Roberts
explained.
Any interested students should
contact Dr. Roberts directly or visit
the tour’s website: web.mnstate.
edu/robertsb/EastAfrica.

